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A gOOD gEMSTOnE IS ThE PEr-
FECT MEDIuM for displaying color and 
light. not only does it show off these effects 
superbly, but it’s so accessible. Put a gem in 
a ring and you can give yourself a little hit 
of color and light any time you want—not 
to mention what a fashion statement it can 
make.

But good gemstones do not grow on trees, 
or gleam out of cave walls like they do in some sci-fi films. Most 
good gemstones start out as minerals that have to be located, 
carefully dug out of the ground, hauled home, examined for po-
tential as lapidary rough, oriented correctly, and cut by an expert 
lapidary. And if you want your gem conveniently on your hand 
or around your neck, then that stone also needs the talent and 
deft touch of an expert jewelry artist.

 In this terrific eBook, Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist Presents: 
The Complete Lapidary Experience: Hunt, Cut and Set Gems, 
you’ll go along for the whole ride. First, veteran collector Jim 
Landon takes you on a rock hunting field trip as he looks for gem 
rough in “Montana Moonstone.” 

next, you’ll follow Jim to the rock cutting and polishing work-

shop of his friend Mike hahn, who explains how to select, orient, 
and cut the rough to get the best blue flash, the effect for which 
moonstone is known. Then, using the right lapidary equipment 
and lapidary supplies, he walks you through the cabbing process 
to produce three cut and polished moonstone cabochons. 

Finally, check in with gem lover and jewelry artist noël Yovo- 
vich to design a piece of scenic moonstone and silver jewelry in 
“Moonlit Landscape Pin/Pendant.” In addition to showing you 
how to construct this piece, noël also provides helpful tips on 
how best to back this exceptional stone to bring out its special 
glow even more.

So get ready to enjoy the full life story of a gemstone from rough 
lapidary rocks to gem cutting tools to gleaming cabochon to 
finished jewelry as you learn to do it yourself in Lapidary Journal 
Jewelry Artist Presents: The Complete Lapidary Experience: 
Hunt, Cut and Set Gems. From start to finish, this is a trip you 
won’t want to miss!

Merle White 
Editor-in-Chief, Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist

MONTANA MOONSTONE
BY JIM LAnDOn

3

MOONSTONE  
CABOCHON
BY MIKE hAhn

6
9

MOONLIT LANDSCAPE 
PIN/PENDANT

BY nOËL YOVOVICh
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When we arrived in southwest Montana at the beginning 
of last summer, my wife, Kerry, and I were greeted by 
hills ablaze with vivid green growth streaked with the 

purple of lupines. We had come to work on my seemingly 
perpetual cabin building project, as usual, but this year we were 
also going to hunt for moonstone in the rough terrain outside 
Bozeman where an acquaintance had a family claim.

After spending a wonderful Saturday night with Buzz and 
Patti Jones, jamming to good zydeco music and eating more 
food than we should have, we settled down with thoughts of 
our upcoming hunt. Buzz and I left early the next day, leaving 

our three dogs behind because of concern about rattlesnakes. 
The business of Bozeman quickly gave way to rolling fields of 
ripening wheat as we headed west toward the Madison River. 
We passed several road cuts with sediments resembling those 
of Oligocene and Miocene age I’d seen in western Nebraska. 
Sure enough, I later confirmed in Roadside Geology of Montana 
that they were Miocene and learned that they contained the 
remains of fossil horses, rhinos, and camels.  As we continued 
west and entered the river valley, the geology quickly changed 
to the unfamiliar. The valley walls displayed twisted, tortured 
rock formations, evidently from past extreme tectonic events. 

Montana Moonstone
Visit a little known source  
for an unusual gem

BY JIM LAnDOn

orIgInally publIshed In lapIdary Journal Jewelry artIst, aprIl 2010

ThE FLOATIng BLuE CLOuD 

ThAT DAnCES ACrOSS 

A FInIShED MOOn-

STOnE IS A LOVELY 

AnD InTrIguIng 

SIghT. WhAT ABOuT 

MOOnSTOnE MAKES 

ThAT POSSIBLE? WhAT DOES 

IT TAKE TO BrIng OuT ThAT 

DELICATE POTEnTIAL? I hAD ThE 

OPPOrTunITY TO FInD OuT nOT LOng 

AgO, AnD VISITED A LITTLE KnOWn 

MOOnSTOnE SOurCE, ThEn ASKED A 

LAPIDArY FrIEnD TO DEMOnSTrATE 

CuTTIng A STOnE.
OPENING PHOTO BY JIM LAWSON

STORY PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR 
(UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)
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M I N I N G  I N  H I S  B L O O D
Buzz pointed out a collapsed portal and 
one small old shack, the remnants of an old 
gold mining prospect that his family used to 
speculate about: just where was the vein the 
miners had been exploiting, and how close 
was it to their own claims? Buzz had also 
worked in a gold mine an uncle had a claim 
on and had learned to use a single jack drill at 
the age of 12—very young for such dangerous 
and back-breaking labor. Like so many native 
Montanans I’ve met, mining had long been a 
part of the Jones family: his great grandfather 
had first settled in the area in the 1800s, 
having traveled west from Iowa by wagon 
train. he’d started out farming and later 
developed an interest in ranching and mining. 

After crossing the river, filled with people 
floating in all kinds of devices, a popular 
summertime activity here, we headed back 

downstream on an unimproved dirt road that 
paralleled the Madison. here, the close-up 
formations looked like they were metamor-
phic rock, with large wavy bands of schists 
with bold stringers of milky quartz and what 
looked like pegmatites of feldspar and mica. 
They resembled formations I had seen in 
the Black hills of South Dakota. Later, I again 
consulted my Roadside Geology of Montana 
and found that this area was part of a very 
ancient basement rock formation that had 
been subjected to extensive metamorphism 
in the past. 

Then we left even the dirt road and started 
to follow a faint trail that headed toward the 
canyon wall, proof that Buzz’s insistence on 
taking his rig and not mine was a good idea. 
This trail was not for the faint of heart, and 
definitely not a road for my extended cab 
Dodge pickup with the turning radius of an 

aircraft carrier!

near the site where their mining cabin once 
had been, I could just make out the access 
track to their claim that his cousin had 
developed. Bouncing around boulders and 
skirting around brush, we slowly made our 
way up toward the rock exposure where 
they’d found moonstone before. As we went 
through one hair-raising switchback, I found 
myself gripping the door and planning my 
escape if the truck were to take a header 
down the side of the canyon, but Buzz was 
calm as could be. When we finally reached the 
point where we could no longer go around 
the boulders, we came to a stop, much to my 
relief. 

Montana Moonstone BY JIM LAnDOn

THE STEEP cLIff WALLS Of THIS ExPOSURE ARE MADE UP Of 
ANcIENT METAMORPHIc ROcKS cONSISTING Of DENSE MIcA 
AND GARNET ScHISTS WITH NUMEROUS vEINS Of qUARTz AND 
fELDSPAR. 

»

THE IRREGULAR fELDSPAR cRYSTALS WERE INTERSPERSED 
AMONG vEINS Of BIOTITE MIcA ScHIST. 

»

THE MOONSTONE 
cLAIM ON THIS 
STEEP SLOPE IS 
LOcATED AT THE 
END Of A cRUDE 
AccESS ROAD THAT 
HAD BEEN PUSHED 
THROUGH THE 
ScRUB vEGETATION 
ON THE cANYON 
WALL.

»
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Montana Moonstone BY JIM LAnDOn

WHAT IS MOONSONE? 
The term moonstone describes a group of stones that display a lovely billowing effect, 
often best seen when cut en cabochon. They are all feldspars and have a hardness ranging 
from 6 to 6½ on the Mohs scale. A great deal of the material on the market is from Sri 
Lanka or India. The feldspars are a large and complex group, and we turn to Joel Arem’s 
authoritative Color Encyclopedia of Gemstones for a more precise explanation of this gem.

“Moonstone refers to feldspar of widely varying composition and from a wide variety of 
localities. The basic attribute is the presence of finely disseminated plates of one feldspar 
within another as a result of unmixing on cooling.

“Orthoclase moonstone consists of albite within an orthoclase matrix. A blue color is 
produced if the albite crystals are very fine; the sheen is white if the albite plates are thick. 
The color of the orthoclase may be white, beige, brown, red-brown, greenish, or yellowish. 
red coloration is due to goethite (iron oxide) inclusions. Some of this material cuts fine 
catseyes, where the sheen is concentrated into a narrow band. The sheen in moonstone is 
referred to as adularescence.”

L O O K  F O R  T H E  F L A S H
Sparkling with mica, the ground on our way 
to the diggings was littered with mica and 
garnet schists along with chunks of feldspar 
with books of mica imbedded in them. At 
the end of the path we found ourselves in 
front of a sheer wall, with irregular, milky 
looking blobs imbedded in a mica schist. It 
turned out that the milky looking blobs were 
what we had come for: orthoclase feldspar 
(see box “What Is Moonstone?”). The key 
was to find pieces that would display a blue 
flash when turned in the sun; those would 
be the pieces that had potential as cut 
moonstones. I quickly proceeded to work 
my way up the canyon wall through the 
brush to see what I could find. 

About halfway up, I came upon what I 
thought was my first piece of moonstone. It 
glinted a faint blue in the sun and reminded 
me a little of Oregon sunstone I’d seen, 
only not as clear. Then a shout came from 
Buzz, and I made my way back down the 
slope, trying not to dislodge loose rocks that 
could pick him off and transport him into 
the river. he had found his first moonstone 
still imbedded in the cliff face, and when I 
positioned myself just right, I could make 
out the faint, deep-blue flash. The whole cliff 
face was full of distorted feldspar crystals, 

their crystal shapes not even discernible, all 
surrounded with swirls of biotite mica schist 
like so many nuts in pralines-and-cream 
ice cream, but I was at a loss about how to 
dig in. Like an idiot, I had not brought my 
sledges, chisels, and pry bars that would have 
come in handy in wresting the feldspar from 
the hard rock. Instead, we had to resort to 
the regular claw hammers and steel stakes 
Buzz had in his truck for his other job as a 
concrete contractor. It was pretty primitive 
rock hunting, and most of the feldspar we 
removed had no evident adularescence, the 
flash we were looking for, so we didn’t keep 
much. A few pieces displayed the perfect 
cleavage that is found in feldspar, but most 
were just nondescript, somewhat opaque 
masses without much interest either as gem 
material or as mineral specimens.

After a few hours of breaking and dodging 
boulders (or not dodging them, as in the 
case with one that took a chunk out of my 
shin as it broke loose), we took a break for 

a lunch of antelope sausage, a new food to 
me I found quite tasty. By then it was getting 
pretty hot on the exposed face where we 
were working, but the direct sunlight was 
critical in identifying the moonstones, and 
when we got back to digging, we stayed in 
the sun. When it started to cloud up later, 
though, we decided to call it a day and 
head back to Bozeman to show off our new 
treasures to our spouses. 

Later, after returning home, I showed my 
treasures to Mike hahn, a very skilled 
cabochon cutter who belongs to our local 
gem and mineral club. The material had a lot 
of fractures, but whether that was because 
of natural causes like weathering or stresses 
during formation, or because of our crude 
extraction techniques, I can’t say. Even so, 
Mike selected two pieces to try to work up. 
he cut two slabs from the first piece, and 
we found that the blue adularescence went 
through the whole rock. he cabbed the two 
slices, and when the light hits them just right, 
the cabochons flash that wonderful blue.

JIM LAnDOn is a long-time high school 
science teacher, rockhound, and budding 
jewelry artist who lives in the foothills of the 
Cascade Mountains in Washington State.

Acknowledgments: Many thanks to 

Buzz Jones for taking tiMe out of his 

Busy schedule to serve as My guide on 

this trip, and to Mike hahn for lending 

his lapidary expertise in evaluating the 

Moonstone rough and cutting the 

Moonstone caBochons.

The whole cliff face was full of distorted feldspar crystals, their crystal shapes not even discernible, 
all surrounded with swirls of biotite mica schist like so many nuts in pralines-and-cream ice cream, 
but I was at a loss about how to dig in.

MOONSTONE, 8 x 10 MM. PETER SEcREST 
cOLLEcTION. PHOTO © JEff ScOvIL.
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Moonstone Cabochon
Create a whitish gem with a glimmer of sky blue

TEXT BY JIM LAnDOn   
CuTTIng BY MIKE hAhn

S K I L L S 
n  cabochon cutting

OPENING PHOTO: JIM LAWSON; 
PROJEcT PHOTOS: JIM LANDON

7 TIPS FOR ORIENTING 
MOONSTONE ROUGH 
1   hold the piece of rough under a powerful 

incandescent light source and move it 
around until you see the blue flash.

2   Mark the center of the flash with a black 
Sharpie.

3   Turn the stone over and repeat the process 
on the other side.

4   Draw a straight line around the perimenter 
of the stone to connect these two points.

5   next draw a line around the stone that is 
perpendicular to the first one. This will give 
you a line to follow when you cut the piece 
of rough in preparation for cabbing, and 
give you the broadest area of color on the 
finished cab. Allow enough thickness in the 
piece to yield a slab that can receive a high 
dome.

6   Select the side of the slab that has the best 
color display to be the side that is domed.

7   As you cut the cab using standard 
techniques, make sure to keep the flash 
centered in the stone.
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Moonstone CaboChon BY JIM LAnDOn AnD MIKE hAhn

M A T E R I A L S 
Moonstone rough, tin oxide, Linde A

T O O L S
Trim saw, cabbing unit, aluminum 
scribe, cabochon template, dop stick 
and wax, leather buff

S O u R c E S
Most of the tools and materials for 
this project will be available from well 
stocked lapidary supply vendors.

2 3

4 5

Photo 1  This pile of rough was recovered 
from a few hours of hunting in southwestern 
Montana. All pieces show varying degrees 
of adularescence and most also have rather 
extensive fractures.

Photo 2  The first step in cutting moonstone 
is to orient the piece of rough so that the 
color is centered in the stone. This determines 
where it needs to be cut on the trim saw to 
maximize both the color and potential size 
of the finished cab. See “7 Tips for Orienting 
Moonstone rough” on previous page.

1

Photo 3  After using a pencil to mark the 
proper orientation on the rough stone, cut 
out marked piece. This was done with a cab 
unit mounted trim saw.

Photo 4  A template is used to scribe the 
maximum size and shape for the piece of 
rough so that it can then be trimmed. This 
line is marked with a sharpened piece of 
aluminum rod.

Photo 5  A flat spot is then ground on the 
stone that is parallel to the first cut. If you are 
using a typical slab, this step can be skipped. In 
this case, the color on the cut side was more 
intense that that of the rough side.

use good judgment when cutting any 
material, and be aware of its chemistry.

n  Always run lapidary units wet or with 
 a wetting agent. 

n Never, ever breathe rock dust. 

n Always wear a dust mask or respirator.

n Always wear safety glasses. 

WORk SAFELy
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Moonstone CaboChon BY JIM LAnDOn AnD MIKE hAhn

8

9

Photo 6  After trimming, attach a dop stick 
(wood dowel) with super glue to the back of 
the stone using an accelerator. Make sure the 
dop stick is perpendicular to the stone.

Photo 7  Let the super glue set up before 
going onto the next step.

Photo 8 After rough grinding to the shape 
scribed with the aluminum rod, draw a girdle 
around the perimeter of the stone using a 
pencil. next, use the aluminum rod again to 
scribe the surface so that the stone can be 
properly domed. To scribe the girdle, place the 
pencil flat on the table and rotate the stone 
across the point to transfer the line so that it is 
parallel with the flat surface of the rough.

Photo 9  grinding proceeds through the 
standard wheel sequence, with frequent checks 
with the template to make sure the proper 
shape is being obtained.

Discover the source  
of this rough.

Montana Moonstone

Moonlit Landscape  
Pin/Pendant

LEARN MORE 

3

9

final polish with a leather buff using a mixture of tin oxide and 
Linde A. Separate the finished cabochon from the dop stick by 
placing in a cup of warm water until the stone separates. forcing it 
can cause the stone to crack. 

6 7

 JIM LAnDOn is a long-time high school science teacher, rock-hound, 
and budding jewelry artist who lives in the foothills of the Cascade 
Mountains in Washington State.
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Moonlit Landscape 
Pin/Pendant
Moonstone and mixed metal  
create a restful scene

BY NOËL YOVOVICH

orIgInally publIshed In lapIdary Journal Jewelry artIst, aprIl 2010

OPENING PHOTO: JIM LAWSON; 
PROJEcT PHOTOS: NOËL YOvOvIcH

S K I L L S 

n  fabrication
n soldering
n stone setting
n bead stringing

Moonlight has always held a special 
magic for human beings, and 
moonstone shares that quality of 

mystic attraction. So it is only natural to 
use the subtle glow of moonstone to draw 
the eye into a nighttime landscape.

“Moonstone” is often used loosely to 
describe several similar minerals, though 
all are primarily feldspar (as is much of 
the earth’s crust). Adularia is the mineral 
name of traditional moonstone, though 
peristerite and labradorite may also be 
referred to as moonstone or rainbow 
moonstone. from the point of view of the 
jeweler, all are similar in their design uses 
and durability. All are fairly inexpensive 
and most commonly seen as heavily 
included or fractured stones. clean, clear 
moonstones can command considerably 
higher prices, but are incomparable in their 
subtle beauty.

The moonstone in this pin/pendant is clean and clear, with adularescence (shimmer) 
that is more white than blue, making it a good choice to represent the moon in a 
nighttime landscape.

My design calls for three layers, and could be simply sweat-soldered together. But 
greater depth gives more dimension and interest, so the tree layer has been curved to 
stand out above the background. The stars and grass are gold, though they could be made 
from silver or brass. If you decide to combine brass with silver, it is important to solder 
very carefully. Even minor overheating can cause a meltdown, as brass is composed of 
copper and zinc, and copper, zinc, and silver are the components of silver solder.
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MoonlIt landsCape pIn/pendant BY nOËL YOVOVICh

Photo 1  In a relatively complex design, it is 
generally best to begin with a scale drawing. 
Scanning the design into your computer 
allows editing, experimenting and using the 
drawing as a cutting guide without damaging 
the original. Print out several copies before 
beginning to work. 

n It is a time-saver to sand and finish your sheet 
before gluing and cutting, especially parts to be 
pierced, as these are more difficult to finish after 
cutting.

4

1

2

M A T E R I A L S
22-gauge sterling silver sheet
26-gauge 18 karat yellow gold sheet
22 or 24 karat gold
Fine silver bezel strip
8mm moonstone
18-gauge sterling silver round wire
3mm ID jump rings (2)
3-part pin finding set
Faceted labradorite beads

T O O L S
hAnd tools: scissors, glue stick, small 
drill bit and rotary tool or drill, jeweler’s 
saw frame and 04 or 05 blades, beeswax, 
nylon-lined pliers, punch or dulled nail 
and hammer.
soldeRIng tools: hard, medium 
and easy wire or sheet solder, medium 
paste solder, flux, pickle and pickle pot, 
oxy-propane or acetylene torch, soldering 
station, charcoal block, titanium or 
copper V-shaped strips.
FInIshIng tools: sandpaper and buffing 
tools of choice, chemical blackener.

T I M E  I T  T O O K
totAl: Approximately 7 days, 4 hours
desIgn: 1 week
PIeRcIng: 1½–2 hours
soldeRIng: 1 hour
FInIsh: 1 hour

S O u R c E S
Most of the tools and materials for this 
project will be available from well-stocked 
lapidary suppliers. 
moonstone And lAbRAdoRIte 
beAds: Joseph P. Stachura Co., Inc 
www.stachurawholesalegemstones.com

The necklace is composed of 
faceted labradorite beads, which 
have a similar adularescence 
to complement the night 
scene. The necklace clasps 
to hooks on the back of 
the pin/pendant, so the 
necklace can be worn 
without the pendant 
by adding a simple 
S-hook.

Photo 2  Cut the printed copies to create 
a template for each part. glue each part to 
the metal needed—the trees are cut from 
22-gauge sterling silver. A glue stick is a good 
choice, as it dries fast and can be easily soaked 
off with water.

Photo 3  Drill a small hole in each area that 
is to be cut out. The size of the bit is not too 
important, as long as you can fit a saw blade 
through the hole.

n The paper keeps the drill bit from wandering, so 
it is not necessary to use a center punch when you 
have glued your design to your metal to use as a 
cutting pattern.

Photo 4  Thread a sawblade through each 
hole in turn and saw out the openings.

3
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Photo 5 Before gluing down the template for 
the backing piece, fold it in half and trim it to 
be sure the backing piece will be symmetrical. 
Trim the sides to make it 3-4 mm narrower 
than the pierced tree design. glue it to a sheet 
of 22-gauge sterling silver and cut it out. 

Photo 6 Before removing the template, use 
a hammer and punch (a dulled nail will do) to 
tap each spot lightly where a “star” (gold ball) 
will be. 

Photo 7 When the template is removed, 
there will be a small indentation in each 
punched spot.

Photo 8 Flux, then place a tiny snippet 
of hard solder in each indentation. Melt 
the solder onto the backing piece. unless 
otherwise stated, all metal parts are covered 
with flux (fire coat) any time they are heated. 
I keep several on my bench, and if one 
doesn’t seem to be working well on a given 
day, I switch to another or even double up. 
My favorite type is alcohol based, because it 
evaporates or burns off without moving solder 
snippets out of place. Magic Flame™ mixed 
with alcohol (it can also be mixed with water) 
seems to prevent fire scale best on my work, 
though your results may be different.

MoonlIt landsCape pIn/pendant BY nOËL YOVOVICh

5 6

SAW-PIERCING 
SUCCESS

7

Montana Moonstone

Learn More 

3

n  Intricate design, smaller blade. Any size 
sawblade may be used to saw-pierce, but a 
small blade such as 04 or 05 allows greater 
maneuverability for intricate designs..

n  change direction easily. When sawing 
irregular lines, hold the saw handle in your 
fingertips and use very little forward pressure 
to saw so that you can change direction as 
much as necessary. Keep your blade vertical 
and use long, slow strokes as you twirl the 
saw to change direction. 

n  wax your blade? Some very excellent 
craftsmen no longer feel that waxing your 
saw blade is a good idea, so you may want to 
try sawing with and without wax and draw 
your own conclusions. My own experiments 
have convinced me that an occasional single 
stroke of beeswax along the teeth gives the 
best results.

Photo 9 Make gold balls by melting small 
snippets of high karat gold on a charcoal 
block. Flux is not necessary. 

Photo 10 Place the gold balls on the 
premelted solder in the indentations and heat 
again until the solder flows, soldering the balls 
into place.

8

9

10
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Photo 11 Make a bezel to fit your 
moonstone and solder it into place on the 
backing piece using medium solder. Saw the 
grass section out of 26-gauge 18 karat gold. If 
you are not accustomed to working with gold, 
the higher melting point of 18K compared to 
14K will help you avoid problems, plus higher-
karat gold gives a better contrast with silver.

Photo 12 Paste solder (medium) is most 
convenient for attaching the gold to the silver, 
as shown. however, snippets of sheet or wire 
solder can be premelted on the back of the 
gold if you do not have paste solder.

Photo 13 A pair of V-shaped supports can 
be used to set up the trees and grass for 
soldering. This allows heating from both above 
and below with less heat than is needed when 
using a steel tripod and screen, which act 
as a heat sink. The Vs are best made out of 
titanium sheet, but copper also works well.

n Heat until the solder flows, being careful to avoid 
allowing the flame to touch the tips of the grass, as 
these will be most prone to melting.

Photo 14 Shape the tree assembly into a 
gentle curve, so that the edges of the front 
assembly will rest on the edges of the backing 
piece. use padded or taped pliers to avoid 
damage.

Photo 15 Sand the back edges of the 
tree assembly by rubbing it across coarse 
sandpaper on a hard, flat surface, until you 
have created a flat area on each side to solder 
to the backing piece.

Photo 16 The Vs are also useful to support 
the curved shape of the tree assembly for 
soldering. Again, medium paste solder is 
convenient for one-step soldering.

n The work may be pickled at any time for your 
convenience, but it is not actually necessary until 
all soldering is complete, unless insufficient fire-
coating has allowed excessive oxidation in an area 
that needs to accept solder.

String the beads, ending with a 3mm ID jump 
ring on each end.

MoonlIt landsCape pIn/pendant BY nOËL YOVOVICh

11

12

13
14

15 16
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Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist presents 
The Complete Lapidary Experience:  

Hunt, Cut and Set Gems

Photo 17 using the strand of beads as a 
guide, mark the location for the two hooks on 
the back of the piece.

Photo 18 All four findings can be soldered at 
one time. Place the two parts of the pin back 
in a vertical orientation. File flat ends on a 
section of 18-gauge sterling wire long enough 
to form an arc from one hook location to the 
other, about 2½". hold it on the fluxed surface 
with a third hand, and place a snippet of easy 
solder adjacent to the two ends of the wire 
and the two findings, toward the outside 
edge. heat in the center to melt and draw 
the solder under and around the wires and 
findings.

Photo 19 Pickle to remove flux and 
oxidation. Cut the extra wire away, leaving 9 
mm on each side. Form the wires into two 
s-shaped hooks. 

Clean and finish all surfaces as desired, 
applying patination to the front of the back 
piece. Add the pin to the hinge. Set the 
moonstone, with the backing of your choice 
(see box Choose the right Backing).

nOËL YOVOVICh makes jewelry, teaches 
jewelry making, and writes about jewelry 
making from her home and studio in Evanston, 
Illinois.

MoonlIt landsCape pIn/pendant BY nOËL YOVOVICh

17 18

19

CHOOSE 
THE RIGHT 
BACkING 
Moonstones are usually quite 
transparent and generally look their 
best with a black backing. The photo 
shows the same two moonstones 
with different backings—white, 
black, and, a colorful disc of anodized 
titanium. use a backing that comple-
ments your design, but avoid using 
paper or anything else that could 
change or deteriorate over time.
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ADD COLOR, SHAPE 

      AND VALUE TO 

        YOUR JEWELRY 

      WITH GEMS!

InterweaveStore.com/JA/10CabochonProjects

Order Now

FABULOUS FOCALS  
    at an Affordable Price

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
interweave.com/go/bdja
or call (800) 676-4336

Let us inspire 
the artist in you!
LEARN TO MAKE EXCEPTIONAL earrings,
bracelets, rings, and pendants, plus we explain
what works, what doesn't, and why. Learn how
to create personal, unique jewelry faster and
easier using foolproof instructions.

In Every Issue:
•    Discover projects loaded with valuable

tips and design ideas

• Get hands-on expertise from the pros

•  Find answers to all your technical
q uestions

•  Learn all about tools and techniques
for stone setting, riveting, texturing,
and much more.

NOVEMBER 
2010

SINCE 
1947

SPECIAL ISSUE!  9 Must-Have Basic and Advanced Jewelry Tools

Your New 
Favorite 
Tools:
■  Insider’s Guide to 

Jewelers Torches
■  Understand Your 

Flex Shaft and Other 
Power Sources 

■  Essential Hand Tools
■  Make Your Own 

Custom Stamp
■  Manage Your Business 

on the Road with an iPad

EMBER

E 
7

jewelryartistmagazine.com

»  easy turquoise pendant
cut and set, or 
drill and string  PAGE 58

»  mix metal clays 
for colorful 
earrings  PAGE 62

PLUS!

master 
the saw:
create this design 

as a negative 
and a positive

PAGE 43

PAGE 16

issue

the

NOV
2010
NOV

issue

the
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Flex Shaft and Other Flex Shaft and Other Flex Shaft
Power Sources 

■  Essential Hand Tools
■  Make Your Own 

Custom Stamp
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on the Road with an iPad
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»  easy turquoise pendant
cut and set, or 
drill and string  PAGE 58

»  mix metal clays
for colorful 
earrings

PLUS!
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MIXED
MEDIA
discover this
silversmith’s
technique for
handpainting
ceramic cabs             
PAGE 56

Set a 
WAVELLITE 
CABOCHON

in a Mixed 
Metal Pendant

Make a 
SILVER CUFF 

with Tube and 
Bezel Set Gems

Must-Know Basics: 
Inexpensive Copper AlloysPLUS!

MARCH 2011

STEAMPUNK 
EARRINGS

MAKE 
EASY
WIRED

� modern tribal designs
� wavellite with matrix
� mint-colored citron

WOW!
BREAKTHROUGH 
MICRO TORCH
Has the Heat 
Other Micros Lack!

use focals & cabs that

JEWELRY SOLDERING STATION  �  YOUR ONLINE GALLERY

SINCE 
1947

http://www.interweavestore.com/JA/10CabochonProjects
http://www.interweave.com/go/bdja
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